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“GOD BLESS AMERICA”

This wonderful song is quite familiar, so not much rehearsal should be needed.  
Just add enthusiasm and a true sense of prayer for our great country. The only 
rhythmic thing I might point out is the difference between the dotted eighth 
notes (ms. 7, 9, etc.) and the straight eighth notes in ms. 19. Make the distinc-
tion clear.

“AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL”
 
Again, we have sung this majestic song since we were kids, so rehearsal should 
be easy. Consider using children alone to sing the first verse—nothing could 
be sweeter. Then have the congregation and full choir join on the chorus 
(ms. 14). At the key change (ms. 35), the vocal parts are slightly changed, so pay 
attention.

“SALUTE TO THE ARMED FORCES MEDLEY”
    includes “The Air Force Song,” “The Army Goes Rolling Along (The Army Song),”                

“Semper Paratus,” “Anchors Aweigh,” and “Marines Hymn”

It is always an emotional time as the various branches of service are recog-
nized, so make sure to add plenty of vocal energy. Most of the songs call for 
unison singing, but take care to rehearse parts, especially in ms. 17-20, 31-36, 
43-48,  50-56,  59-62,  67-70, and 84-88.  Also practice the timing on the 
“shouted” portions of the ending (beginning in ms. 93).

“GOD BLESS THE U.S.A.”

If you use a solo for the verses, make sure it is very expressive. Lots of “heart” 
is what made this song so popular. When the choir joins on the chorus, work 
on clean rhythms, otherwise it will lose the needed energy. In verse 2, the 
choir functions as a back-up to the soloist. Take time to rehearse the active 
rhythms in ms. 31-34.
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“PATRIOTIC SING-A-LONG”
    includes “Stars and Stripes Forever,” “You’re a Grand Old Flag,” “ This Land Is Your Land,” 

and “This Is My Country”

Again, this would be a great selection to add children. Lots of “fun” in your 
voice will encourage the congregation to sing along with you. Work on the 
dotted versus non-dotted eighth notes in ms. 7. In ms. 48-56, ladies need to 
work on their three-part harmony section. This is a wonderful collection of 
Americana songs, so sing them with pride and enthusiasm!

“THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER”

The voice parts you see are basically the same as you’ve always sung, so this 
arrangement should come together quickly. The wide range of this song has 
always presented a challenge, so get plenty of air and work hard to keep your 
pitch true.  Four-measure phrases throughout mean you need to keep the 
energy up.

“PRAYER FOR AMERICA”

This beautiful Appalachian folk melody is freshly set to new lyrics. Keep the 
vocal energy up through the four-bar phrases, letting the melody rise and fall. 
These words of prayer are powerful, so keep your diction crisp so they will 
be understood. Notice the dynamic contrasts throughout the arrangement. 
Keep the softer passages energized—however, not loudness—rather a subtle 
energy. 

“A NEW DECLARATION”

This is a great new song that combines a strong text with fun-to-sing vocals. 
Work on the syncopated rhythms in ms. 12-15, 24-25, 48-50. Again dynamic 
contrast will be important, keeping the softer portions energized. Then “let it 
fly” on the big choruses. How else can you sing “Raise Old Glory high”? Your 
choir will love this new patriotic standard.
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